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Abstract
Curation and sharing of datasets are crucial for innovation, benchmarking, bias
mitigation, and understanding of real-word scenarios, where AI-infused applications are deployed. This is especially the case for datasets from underrepresented
populations typically studied in wellness, accessibility, and aging. However such
datasets are scarce and in this paper we highlight challenges for sharing or locating
them. They tend to come from smaller samples having highly variable characteristics, require expert annotators, and pose more prominent privacy risks. We
discuss sharing practices as they pertain to speciﬁc user groups, access methods,
and licensing. Our analysis is based on 140 datasets that were manually located
across different sources: 56 available publicly, 31 available upon request, and 53
unshared but described in manuscripts. To promote discovery and transparency, all
datasets are described at IncluSet, our new data surfacing repository.
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Introduction

Data lie at the heart of innovative solutions arising from advances in machine learning and artiﬁcial
intelligence. They are used to train models and benchmark performance. They are also employed
for understanding the different contexts in which AI-infused applications are deployed and cases of
exclusion [1]– issues of fairness pertaining to underrepresented populations. Knowing the importance
and cost of data collection and annotation, as well as their potential beneﬁt to the public, researchers
often release data publicly or upon request [2]. However, sharing practices vary considerably among
research communities and contexts [3]. In this work, we focus on wellness, accessibility and aging,
where data sharing can be a double-edged sword for the communities involved.
Sharing has often served to attract, nurture, and challenge the machine learning community to work
on speciﬁc problems. Many ﬁelds, including the health community, have seized this opportunity [4, 5].
We observe the start of a similar trend in wellness, accessibility, and aging e.g., the Parkinson’s
condition sub-challenge [6] calling for the speech community to work on neurological state estimation
and the VizWiz data challenge [7] calling for the computer vision community to work on visual
question answering problems for the blind. However, scarcity of large datasets directly sourced
from these underrepresented populations remains one of the biggest challenges [8, 9, 10]. While this
is partly due to smaller samples [11], there are other factors speciﬁc to these user groups. People
vary in their individual preferences and environments, but people with disabilities and older adults
lend further dimensions with disparate characteristics, even within a given disability or age group.
Moreover, data annotations often require domain knowledge that few possess making it difﬁcult to
ﬁt them in crowdsourcing tasks. For instance, creating annotated video datasets for sign language
synthesis requires linguistic background and sign language ﬂuency [12, 13]. And more importantly,
there are privacy and ethical concerns for creating and sharing accessibility datasets as people who
have distinct data patterns may be more susceptible to data abuse and misuse [14, 15, 16, 17].
In this paper, we analyze 140 manually identiﬁed accessibility datasets from 1984 to 2019 with few
examples illustrated in Figure 1; all were used to pre-populate our new data surfacing repository,
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Figure 1: Examples of datasets in wellness, accessibility, and aging including from left to right photos
taken by blind individuals [7], sign language videos and annotations [19, 20], stroke gestures by
people with low vision [21], mobility app logs from people with visual impairments [22], audio
recording from people with dysphonia [23], and text written by people with dyslexia [24].
Incluset1 [18], which aims to contribute to the transparency and discoverability of datasets in wellness,
accessibility, and aging. We hope this discussion moves us a step towards better understanding of
data sharing practices and potential concerns for datasets from underrepresented communities.
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Related Work

Prior efforts on collecting and analyzing disability data have mainly focused on demographics,
diagnoses, causes of injury, interventions, outcomes, and costs (e.g. BMS National Database [25]).
Other researchers have also looked into survey data [26], accessible websites [27], and geographical
data on the accessibility of physical environments [28]. Our work is complementary to and qualitatively different from these prior efforts. It focuses on data resources, typically annotated, that
include raw data generated by people with disabilities (e.g. extrasensory data and images taken by
blind users), which can be used to drive AI-infused assistive technologies or to benchmark models
for inclusivity with respect to disability [16]. For example, video recordings of Deaf signers with
annotated facial expressions timestamps can be used to either train sign language avatars to be more
understandable [29] or explore the performance of facial expression recognition technologies that
might misread linguistically meaningful facial expressions during signing such as emotions [30].
Prior attempts to analyze such datasets from multiple sources tend to focus on a speciﬁc population
and task e.g. sign language recognition [31] and object recognition data [32]. With a broader lens,
this work helps to gain insights on data sharing practices across different populations and tasks.
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Sharing Risks and Practices in Accessibility Datasets

We characterize sharing of accessibility data as a double-edged sword. This tension between beneﬁts
and harms for social data collection is not new and deﬁnitely not unique to wellness, accessibility, and
aging. However, it is more prominent [33, 17] calling for better research practices, technical, legal, and
institutional privacy frameworks [10, 34]. Naturally, reporting data collection on smaller populations
can increase the risk of deduction [17]. For example, the location of researchers’ institution when
combined with blind participants’ age, gender, visual acuity, onset, and use of mobility aids, typically
reported on data from navigation studies, may make the participants known to those living in that
area. As certain disability populations can be really small, the effectiveness of privacy-preserving
techniques can also be affected [10] calling for novel approaches (e.g., privacy-enhancing distortions
on sign language datasets [35]). Even when re-identiﬁcation is not a risk, consent and disclosure can
be, as disability status is sensitive. Same datasets that are collected to mitigate bias against people
with disabilities or to support them through novel AI-infused assistive tech, can be used against them
by “detecting” their disabilities. This can happen even when disclosure is not voluntary, posing
further discrimination risks e.g., for one’s healthcare and employment [33].
To better understand how researchers are navigating these risks when collecting and sharing datasets
from such underrepresented communities, we started collecting and analyzing accessibility datasets
early in 2018. A key challenge we identiﬁed is that many are difﬁcult to locate and require domain and
community knowledge. They are spread across different venues and do not surface in search engines.
Typically, they lack consistent descriptions and require manual screening and in few occasions
guessing or further inquiries, highlighting the importance of standardized process for documenting
1
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datasets (e.g. [36]). More often, links or request information for the datasets are buried in some
footnote or a speciﬁc section on manuscripts, making it challenging to discover. Half-way through
our dataset collection, we were excited to see Google deploy the new Dataset Search engine [37].
Unfortunately, at that time only 1 dataset related to accessibility, VizWiz [7] surfaced. To promote
discovery and transparency for accessibility datasets, we use our initial dataset collection to prepopulate and deploy IncluSet [18], an accessibility dataset repository that only stores metadata linking
to the data source and description while supporting data discovery through the Google Schema [38].
Out of the 140 datasets that were manually located over a two-year period, only 56 can be downloaded
directly (e.g., through a webpage from the dataset creators) and 31 are available upon request (e.g., a
given email by the creators). The remaining 53 don’t include any sharing intent or information (we
still link to them as they ﬁt our criteria). This is not a surprise. The majority of human-computer
interaction researchers that work with these populations do not share data. When looking at 509
papers on wellness, accessibility, and aging published at ACM CHI 2010–2018, Abbot et al. [17]
found that only 3 made their data publicly available. This number is quite low when compared to
prior work surveying CHI authors from the same period [39]; researchers found that out of 373
reporting or generating any type of data, 80 shared raw data. Reasons for not sharing included data
sensitivity, participant consent, and re-identiﬁcation risks. This difference could be explained by
increased privacy risks for accessibility data that are ampliﬁed by the risk of disability disclosure.
In our collection, we see that this non-sharing strategy is not unique to a speciﬁc population; it
is prevalent across data from different user groups including those with visual, hearing, cognitive,
speech, and mobility impairments as well as autism. More so, we observe that all of our datasets from
people with developmental impairments follow this strategy. Another observation is that children are
often involved in these unshared datasets (e.g., [40, 41]). The only publicly available dataset collected
from children in our repository included eye tracking measurements of autistic children [42].
3.1

Publicly Available Accessibility Datasets

Datasets in this group can be directly downloaded from personal and project-speciﬁc websites (36);
repositories like Kaggle (4), UCI Machine Learning Repository (3), and PhysioNet (5); OrtoLang (3);
Zenodo (3); Synapse.org (1); and Open Science Foundation (1). This strategy was most commonly
found across datasets from people who are deaf/Deaf or hard-of-hearing (25), typically including
sign language videos and gloss annotations. The majority of them were shared by computational
linguists and computer vision researchers. We also see this sharing strategy for data from people
with motor impairments (14) e.g., providing touchscreen gestures for users with upper body motor
impairments [43]. The majority of these datasets fall under both motor and cognitive categories (9) as
they typically involve people with progressive conditions such as Parkinson’s and Huntington where
symptoms relate to motor and cognitive abilities. Though the motivation for collecting these datasets
may differ, there is an underlying potential for “detecting” such conditions. This strategy of direct
download was also common among datasets sourced from people who are blind or have low vision
(7) sharing their photos (e.g., [44]), touchscreen gestures (e.g., [45]), and walking patterns (e.g., [46]).
Sharing License. The majority of publicly available datasets did not provide any license information,
form of agreement, or requirement for downloading (31 out of 56). Those who did, mainly opted for
the creative commons family of licenses (CC: 11, CC BY-NC 2.0: 3, CC4.0: 1). Few chose ODC
Public Domain Dedication and License (5) and New BSD License (2). One dataset used a custom
license such as Synapse Commons Governance and one declared the data under a speciﬁc copyright
holder but did not provide a license.
Anonymization/Privacy. We highlight two more recent efforts found among these datasets that consider re-identiﬁcation and privacy risks. The ﬁrst one relates to detecting progression of Parkinson’s
disease, where researchers make a conscious decision to use only non-speech sounds like breathing,
clearing throat and swallowing to predict the risk of onset [47]. However, the risk for disability
disclosure remains. The second one, relates to visual question answering systems, where researchers
attempt to recognize the presence of private information in images taken by blind individuals [44].
Funding. The majority of the datasets indicate support in their acknowledgments from public funding
such as NSF and the European Union. We observe that sharing efforts start around year 2000 for the
health population and populations related to vision, mobility, hearing, and cognitive impairments;
after 2010 for datasets related to speech impairments; and after 2015 for autism. We haven’t found
any publicly available datasets sourced from people with developmental or learning impairments.
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3.2

Datasets Shared Upon Request

Datasets in this group can be accessed only upon request through speciﬁc procedures. The most
common practice we observe is to have a dedicated dataset webpage with a note to contact one of
the authors (typically the Project Investigator) given an email address without any further details
on eligibility or process. Another practice is to describe the license agreement, the requirements
to obtain the data, as well as the types of data that would be shared. This information was either
included on the project webpage or included on a dedicated section of the publication where the data
were introduced, named Distribution. For example, in the BosphorusSign dataset [48] this section
reads: “The collected corpus will be available to download for academic purposes upon ﬁlling a
license agreement available from the BosphorusSign website. The provided data will include ... ”
A contrasting pattern across many of the populations sourced in datasets shared upon request is
that they fall under what is called “invisible disabilities,” disabilities that are less apparent to others
and perhaps more sensitive for disclosure. For example, we see here datasets from people with
language and learning impairments, which were not publicly shared. Overall, this strategy was most
often adopted for datasets sourced from people with cognitive impairments (16) such as people with
dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, or people with mental-health issues. Motivated by early diagnosis
or detection they include logs of daily activities, in video or audio formats, or interaction events
with computing devices. Though less in number than the publicly available datasets, we see here
datasets generated by people who are deaf/Deaf or hard-of-hearing (9) focusing mostly on analysis
of linguistic phenomena that can contribute to sign language synthesis (e.g., [20]) and recognition
(e.g., [48]). This sharing strategy seems also to be more prominent for datasets sourced from people
with speech impairments (7) with a goal to improve speech recognition (e.g., dysarthric speech [49])
and assessment tools (e.g., [50]).
Sharing License. Almost all datasets available upon request did not provide any license information,
form of agreement, or conditions for access prior to contacting (28 out of 31). Few exceptions
included the DEVISIGN datasets [51], which detailed a procedure and speciﬁed an application
format, and the dataset by Avgerinakis et al. [52], which mentions non-commercial usage with
additional information to be revealed upon request.
Anonymization/Privacy. We highlight in chronological order two efforts found among these datasets
that consider re-identiﬁcation and privacy risks. The ﬁrst one relates to dementia detection through
videos of activities, where researchers prohibit those requesting the dataset from linking individual
data to any other information, prevent them from contacting any participant, and forbid the use
of participants’ face in publications of any kind [52]. The second one, relates to sign language
corpora, where is difﬁcult to hide the visual appearance of the signers as facial expressions and head
movements are critical for conveying meaning. Here, researchers attempt to anonymize name entities
by making relevant signs or mouthing components unrecognizable [53].
Funding. All datasets indicate support from public funding (29) (e.g., NSF and the European Union)
and industry (2) (e.g., Microsoft). We observe that one of the ﬁrst sharing efforts was in 1984 for
language and cognitive impairments populations; around 1995 for speech impairments and health
populations; and 2010-2016 for hearing, mobility, learning, and vision impairments as well as autism.
We haven’t found any datasets available upon request from people with developmental impairments.
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Conclusion

Datasets directly sourced from underrepresented communities such as people with disabilities and
older adults can contribute to more inclusive AI applications as well as innovative assistive technologies. However, they are scarce. We discuss challenges for locating such datasets and provide a
data surfacing repository to help with their discovery. More so, we present unique challenges and
privacy risks for collecting and sharing these datasets and discuss how strategies (shared publicly,
shared upon request, and unshared) across the 140 datasets prepopulating our repository, differ across
populations and research communities. We ﬁnd that beyond lack of standardization, the majority of
shared datasets lacked any license information, form of agreement, or condition for access. Also very
few of them address potential re-identiﬁcation and privacy risks. We call for better sharing practices
as well as technical, legal, and institutional privacy frameworks that are more attuned to concerns
from these communities e.g., risks of inaccurate or non-consenting disclosure of a disability.
4

Broader Impact
As machine learning expands its role in decision making processes, so does the impact of the
underrepresented training and benchmarking data for the life of people with disabilities affecting their
employment, economic self sufﬁciency, independence, inclusion and integration into society. Given
the increasing attention in machine learning to concerns of fairness and ethics, we have an opportunity
to ensure that people with disabilities and other underrepresented communities involved in wellness,
accessibility, and aging are part of this conversation. In this paper we discuss why datasets directly
sourced by these communities are scarce with a focus on data sharing risks. We hope that the insights
from our analysis of sharing practices across 140 datasets from 1984 to 2019 to inform and motivate
appropriate curation and use of such datasets. More so, to promote research and educational efforts
that can beneﬁt these communities we have deployed a data surfacing repository for accessibility
datasets. We note that our repository is not a call to include underrepresented communities, that
we aim to beneﬁt, in models that follow rigid categorization that can pose risks for non voluntary
disability disclosure. On the contrary, we are hoping it will help us better understand sharing practices
and potential concerns that can feed into the conversations to follow.
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